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Discussion: overview

- What we need 
- Status and challenges 
- BHPToolkit update 
- Slack

Three addition discussions:

- Faster GSF codes 
- Covering the parameter space 
- Fast waveforms



What we need at first order:

Adiabatic inspirals:  
- Fluxes for point particle on generic bound orbit in Kerr 
- Cover and interpolate parameter space

GSF inspirals: 
- 1st-order GSF for point particle on generic bound orbit in Kerr 
- Flux due to spin on the secondary for generic bound orbits in 

Kerr 
- Cover and interpolate parameter space



What we need at first order:

For second-order: 
- First-order metric perturbation everywhere in the 

spacetime for bound orbits in Kerr 
- Derivative of the MP w.r.t. orbital elements everywhere in 

the spacetime, e.g.,  {∂h/dp, ∂h/de}

Waveforms: 
- waveform amplitudes for bound orbits in Kerr 
- cover and interpolate parameter space

Computational framework that uses results from all the above



Status and challenges:

Adiabatic inspirals:  
- Fluxes for point particle on generic bound orbit in Kerr 
- Cover and interpolate parameter space

Fluxes: 
- Can compute numerically 
- Have analytic results via PN and near-NHEK expansion

Covering the parameter space: 
- Need high precision interpolation (residuals ) 
- Blend analytic and numerical results

≪ 1/ϵ



GSF inspirals: 
- 1st-order GSF for point particle on generic bound orbit in Kerr 
- Flux due to spin on the secondary for generic bound orbits in Kerr 
- Cover and interpolate parameter space

Status and challenges:

1st-order GSF: 
- can numerically compute but very slowly (implementation and 

many more modes needed) 
- No PN series as yet

Spinning secondary: 
- have results for circular orbits (numerical + PN) 
- No eccentric orbit results

Cover parameter space: 
- Only done in Schwarzschild (by gridding) 
- Don’t need such high accuracy



Status and challenges:

Waveforms: 
- waveform amplitudes for bound orbits in Kerr 
- cover and interpolate parameter space

Waveform amplitudes: 
- have numerical and PN results 
- Don’t need high precision (error does not accumulate)

Cover and interpolate the parameter space 
- similar challenges to GSF



Status and challenges:
Framework:



Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit update

- Key to overcoming those challenges (and others) will be 
sharing code and data within the community 

- Until recently there were no public Regge-Wheeler/Teukolsky 
codes 

- The BHPToolkit is addressing this

https://bhptoolkit.org

https://bhptoolkit.org


Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit update

In the Toolkit you will find: 
- Spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics 
- Geodesics 
- QNMs codes 
- ReggeWheeler codes 
- Teukolsky codes 
- Inspiral codes (NIT) 
- Waveform codes (Kludges, snapshots, surrogates) 
- Self-force codes 
- Data (numerical and analytic)



Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit update
- We recently held a (virtual) workshop 
- Attendance: ~110 on Zoom, ~20 on YouTube

All talks recorded on YouTube. See https://bhptoolkit.org/
workshops.html

https://bhptoolkit.org/workshops.html
https://bhptoolkit.org/workshops.html








Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit update



Further discussion:

- Use Slack for text-based discussion 
- If you organise a video call invite everyone. 

Announce the call in the #capra-main channel

- Faster GSF codes (Now) 
- Covering the parameter space (~12:00 CDT) 
- Fast waveforms (~12:30 CDT)

Specific discussions:



Extra slides



GSF inspirals: 
- 1st-order GSF for point particle on generic bound orbit in Kerr 
- Flux due to spin on the secondary for generic bound orbits in Kerr

GPUs?

credit: Andrew Gloster



Covering the parameter space
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In the past we’ve just grid up the parameter space

Figure from Osburn, Warburton, Evans, https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.01498

Difference precision requirements for different parts of GSF 

A lot of data to curate: need good standard formats

Use analytic knowledge

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.01498


Fast waveforms

- ROM + NN + GPU 
- Surrogates 
- other methods?

Improved phasing: 
- GSF 
- environmental effects 
- non-GR effects

Figure from Michael Katz


